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CHAPTER 7 

THE INFLUENCE OF HEIDEGGER 

ON SARTRE 'S EXISTENTIAL 


PSYCHOANALYSIS 


MILES GROTH 

In this chapter, I will address two questions: What was Sartre's contribution to 
psychology and to what extent was Sartre 's psychology influenced by Heidegger 's 
thought? I will concentrate on Sartre's existential psychoanalysis as outlined in 
Being Gnd Nothingness (Sartre, 1956). After some preliminaries, I give an account 
of Sartre's existential psychoanalysis and then, in the third section of the chapter, 
review the intellectual encounter between Heidegger and Sartre, especially as it 
bears on the early Sartre's alternative to the several incarnations of empirical 
psychoanalysis , which began with Freud. 

PRELIMINARIES 

Much like what will go on between an analysand and her psychoanalysis, the re
lation between lean-Paul Sartre's thought and psychoanalytic theory, once set in 
motion, was to be ambivalent and lifelong. In a late interview, Sartre (1974a, p. 36) 
reported: " [I) had a deep repugnance for psychoanalysis in my youth." He goes 
on to explain that, when he was a young French intellectual, psychoanalysis was 
considered to be an example of '''soft' thought" (p. 38), that is to say, lacking in 
Cartesian rigor and dialectical subtlety. Nevertheless, in his late thirties, Sartre pub
lished a book. Being and Nothingness , that contained a section entitled "Existential 
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Psychoanalysis." Published 10 years later in an English translation under that title, 
the text (along with another section from Being and Nothingness, "Bad Faith") was 
for some English-speaking readers regarding their introduction to Sartre's most in
fluential philosophical work, and, apart from Existentialism and Humanism, very 
likely their first exposure to Sartre's philosophy, assuming they did not have in 
hand a copy of the "special abridged version" of Being and Nothingness. l 

Sartre's existential psychoanalysis is offered as an alternative to empirical 
psychoanalysis. As applied by Sartre to historical figures such as Charles Baude
laire (Sartre, 1967) and Gustave Flaubert (Sartre, 1971) existential psychoanalysis 
has much in common with Erik Erikson's psychohistories (Erikson, 1958, 1969).2 
While Sartre presents examples of the existential analysis of an individual's moods 
and interests in "Existential Psychoanalysis," he does not, however, offer technical 
advice on how to work with individuals in the psychoanalytic setting and never 
practiced as a psychotherapist. 

Sartre's interest in academic psychology was straightforward. As a young 
man, writing under the influence of Husserl 's phenomenological psychology, he 
made four important contributions to the field: a study of consciousness, The Tran
scendence of the Ego (Sartre, 1957); two books on the imagination, The Imagi
nation (Sartre, 1936) and The Imaginary. Phenomenological Psychology of the 
Imagination (Sartre, 1948a); and a monograph entitled Outline ofa Theory of the 
Emotions (Sartre, 1948b). 3 These studies are clearly in the background of Sartre 's 
existential psychoanalysis, and his critique df empirical psychoanalysis is already 
evident in them.4 By 1960, in Searchfor a Method (Sartre, 1963b) and the Critique 
of Dialectical Reason (Sartre, 1976) psychoanalysis was given only occasional 
mention, and got mixed reviews by Sartre.5 With his concerns now directed more 
to social life, thanks to ills reading of Marx, Sartre may seem to have lost interest 
in the psychoanalytic study of the individual. 6 Yet, ills last great (uncompleted) 
work on Flaubert is another exercise in existential psychoanalysis. 

But if Sartre's interest in Freudian psychoanalysis was cooling off as he 
matured intellectually, what are we to make of his participation, beginning in 1958, 
with the movie director John Huston in the preparation of a screenplay entitled 
Freud (Sartre, 1985)? Some may regard it as Sartre's existential psychoanalysis of 
Freud, comparable to his other literary existential psychoanalyses.7 In any event, in 
the work of the early Sartre, with whom I am concerned here, interest in empirical 
psychoanalysis was still so strong, albeit highly critical, that he developed an 
alternative to it. What is existential analysis? 

SARTRE'S EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 

The doctrine of Sartre 's existential analysis begins with his observation that human 
reality is a unity, not an ensemble of faculties. "The principle ofthis psychoanalysis 
is that man is a totality and not"a collection" (BN, p. 568) of functions 8 As such, 
a person carmot be p{~ced together from the elements discovered by an analysis 
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of his psychological functions (perception, cognition, and will), his memories 
reassembled as a psychobiography, or even the details of his stages of development. 
In fact, according to Sartre, when understood with discernment, each element is 
the unity. 

Sartre's existential psychoanalysis is grounded in his ontology of human 
reality, which he formulates in the following way: "Fundamentally man is the 
desire to be," albeit "the existence of this desire is not to be established by an 
empirical induction" (BN, p. 565). Instead, the desire to be can be discovered only 
by tracing back what a person has done to his original choice of what to be (his 
project), that is, to "that original relation to being which constitutes the person who 
is being studied" (BN, p. 595). Regrettably, the desire to be something-in other 
words, "the desire of being-in-itself" (BN, pp. 565-566)-always falls short of its 
goal. Instead, tile person is limited by his status as a being-for-itself. This means 
that he continually overreaches himself and is never in a position to see or know 
himself as the unity he is, since he is forever changing and always just eludes even 
a glimpse of himself as a whole. This is an inevitable state of affairs, given that 
being-for-itself is the ontological status of human reality (existence), which Sartre 
defines as freedom. 

For human reality, as the famous assertion runs, "existence precedes essence" 
(BN, p. 568), and "far from being capable of being described," for example, "as 
libido [by Freud or Jung] or will to power [by Adler], [human reality] is a choice 
of being, either directly or through appropriation of the world" (BN, p. 602). 
Crediting "Freud and his disciples" with a "first outline of this method" (BN, 
p. 599) of revealing the meaning of hUman reality, Sartre nevertheless suggests 
that empirical psychoanalysis must give way to a psychoanalysis that "recognizes 
nothing before the original upsurge of human freedom" (BN, p. 569). 

Existential analysis also denies the notion of the unconscious any meaning 
and "makes the psychic act coextensive with consciousness" (BN, p. 570). When 
existential psychoanalysis is effective, the analyst or analysand merely comes "to 
know what he already understands" (BN, p. 571). He does not discover previ
ously inaccessible unconscious contents, which were by definition beyond his 
understanding. 

Just as he dismisses the meaningfulness of unconscious mental life, Sartre 
also rules out the unmediated influence of the environment on an individual's com
portment. "The environment," he writes, "can act on the subject only to the exact 
extent that he comprehends it; that is, transfonns it into a situation" (BN, p . 572). 
As for what the analysand reports that can be interpreted symbolically, Sartre pre
cludes recourse to universal or collective symbols. He explains: "If each being is 
a totality, it is not conceivable that there can exist elementary symbolic relation
ships ... we must always be ready to consider that symbols change in meaning" 
(BN, p. 573). 

Finally, for Sartre, there is no fixed technique or method of existential psy
choanalysis. "The method which has served for one subject will not necessarily 
be suitable to use for another subject or for the same subject at a later period" 
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(BN, p. 573). Unfortunately, Sartre does not illustrate or detail how such a method 
might work in the traditional therapeuti c setting. 

In general terms, existential psychoanalysis "is a method destined to bring 
to light, in a strictly objective form, the subjective choice by which each living 
person has made himself a person; that is, makes known to himself what he is" 
(BN, p. 764) . Its goal is to discover in the series of involvements comprising one's 
existence "the original way in which each man has chosen his being" (BN, p. 599). 
Nothing further is required of the analysand. 

From a philosophical perspective, existential psychoanalysis picks up where 
ontology leaves off; moreover, existential psychoanalysis depends upon ontology. 
"What ontology can teach psychoanalysis is first of all the true origin of the 
meaning of things and their true relation to human reality" (BN, p. 603). In a 
discussion of desire, Sartre explains in more detail the relation between ontology 
and existential psychoanalysis: 

Existential psychoanalysis can be assured of its principles only if ontology has given 
a preliminary definition of the relation of these two beings-the concrete and contin
gent in-itself or object of the subject 's desire [a concrete existent in the midst of the 
world], and the in-itself-for-itself [the desire to be a certain something or someone] 
or [alas, he admiLs, impossible9] ideal of the desire-and if it has made explicit the 
relation which unites appropriation as a type of relation to the in-itself. to being, as 
a type of relation to the in-itself-for-itse lf (EN, pp. 585-586). 

In other words , before existential psychoanalysis can begin, ontology must have 
articulated the relation of a subject's desire to be a certain something, both to the 
object of his desire and to being. 

A distinctive feature of Sartre's view of human reality emerges in his discus
sion of desire; namely, the significance of possession for human reality. For Sartre, 
desire invariably tends to possession of its object, and "in a great number of cases, 
to possess an object is to be able to use it" (BN, p. 586). This holds for our relation 
to things as well as to other human beings. Moreover, the "internal, ontological 
bonding between the possessed and the possessor" (BN, p. 588) extends to wanting 
to be the object of desire, so that, in the end, "I am what I have" (BN, p. 591) and 
have come to possess . Sartre describes the characteristics of possession: 

Possession is a magical relation : I am these objects which I possess, but oULside, so 
to speak, facing myself; I create them as independent of me; what I possess is mine 
outside of me, outside all subjectivity, as an in-itself which escapes me at each instant 
and whose creation at each instant I perpetuate (EN, p. 591). 

And so it happens that, whether in relation to my computer keyboard or my lover, 
"I am always somewhere outside of myself" (BN, p. 51). 

Finall.y, for Sartre, desire for anything in particular is at the same time desire 
for the world in its entirety, so that "to possess is to wish to possess the world 
across a particular object" (BN, p. 597). 

Commenting on the usual explanation of how perception operates in desire, 
Sartre reminds his relider that "(t)he yellow of the lemon ... is not a subjective 
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mode of apprehending the lemon; it is the lemon" (BN, p. 60:1). Similarly, the 
beauty of someone I desire is not merely a "subjective mode" of my experience of 
the person; it is the person. In a comment from which developmental psychology 
might learn a great deal, Sartre suggests that, because "we come to life in a universe 
where feelings and acts are all charged with something material ... and in which 
material substances have originally a psychic meaning" (BN, p. 605), the objective 
quality of a thing "is a new nature which is neither material (and physical) nor 
psychic, but which transcends the opposition of the psychic and the physical, by 
reveal ing itself to us as the ontological expression of the entire world" (BN, p. 606). 
Thus, for human beings, all things are human things at first-the rattle or blanket, 
just as much as the mother 's breast or nose-but gradually some things acquire 
non-human status, while the others go on being human. to 

In practice, the work of existential psychoanalysis is "to reveal in each par
ticular case the meaning of the appropriate synthesis (of having and being)" for 
which ontology provides "the general, abstract meaning" (BN, p. 595). A kind of 
psychoanalysis that "must bring out the ontological meaning of qualities" (BN, 
p. 599), existential psychoanalysis therefore relies on "the things themselves, not 
upon men" (BN, p. 601), including the words they use. 

In Being a.nd Nothingness, the dialogue with empirical psychoanalys is is 
foreshadowed in an earlier section of the work called "Bad Faith."lt Mauva.ise 
foi (literally, falsehood) is "a lie to oneself" (BN, p. 49). It is a phenomenon of 
consciousness that must be understood against the background of Sartre's view 
that "the being of consciousness is the consciousness of being" (BN, p. 49). Bad 
faith is unique, in that it is a "metastable" psychic structure; that is, it is "subject 
to sudden changes or transitions" (BN, p. 50, n. 2). Mauvais foi is ubiquitous. It 
is "a type of being in the world, like waking or dreaming, which by itself tends to 
perpetuate itself" (BN, p. 68) . 

Having recourse to the notion of unconscious mental life, empirical psycho
analysis "substitutes for the notion of bad faith, the idea of a lie without a liar" 
(BN, p. 51) . For Sartre, a close analysis of Freud's psychodynamic model reveals 
that the Censor operating in the psychic apparatus is in bad faith (BN, p. 53). He 
believes that introducing the censor into the psychic apparatus allowed Freud to 
make bad faith part of our psychic structure, rather than a pathological feature of 
psychological functioning. 

Sartre illustrates bad faith in action and refines his conceptualization of the 
phenomenon by contrasting it with its "antithesis," sincerity. In a discussion of bad 
faith and sincerity, he stresses that the laws of logic do not hold for human reality as 
they do for things "in" nature . Specifically, the presumed universal law of identity 
(A = A) fails to apply to us, since we never are what we are and always are what 
we are nor. This applies to interpersonal relations as well, since consciousness of 
the other is also never what it is (BN, p. 62). 

What is the point of posturing? The result of bad faith is "(tJo cause me to be 
what I am, in the mode of 'not being what one is,' or not to be what I am in the 
mode of 'being what one is'" (BN, p. 66). One of the primary goals of existential 
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psychoanalysis is to uncover the source of bad faith, in order to reveal the truth of 
one's original project. 

With this brief review of Sartre's exposition of existential psychoanalysis 
in mind, what are we to make of his alternative to empirical psychoanalysis?12 
Perhaps the most significant difference is its focus on the present. This does not 
preclude the goal ofexistential psychoanalysis to discover the fundamental project 
governing an individual's life, which is accomplished by means of an examination 
of current involvements that look back to the decisive choice that set in motion the 
life they comprise. 

By contrast, the archeological method of empirical psychoanalysis painstak
ingly reconstructs the analysand's past. Some will call its result a biography; others 
wi II construe it as a narrative or story. The French word histoire captures both senses 
of reconstruction in empirical psychoanalysis. The point is, a reconstruction need 
not relate to the truth. It is of little importance (to the analyst or analysand) whether 
the analysand's personal reality as reconstructed in analysis corresponds to the 
historical record that is construed and maintained by the official observers of con
sensual reality in which the analysand grew up--first and not least the analysand's 
parenting figures, but also other observers of the analysand's life and times. 

A second difference between the two forms of psychoanalysis follows from 
the first and refers back to the ontological grounding of existential psychoanalysis. 
That is its emphasis on freedom, in contrast to the fatalistic, solid determinism of 
classical empirical psychoanalysis. For the emly Sartre, one can choose a different 
path at any time. Obviously, this does not mean one can choose any path. Thus an 
amputee cannot in good faith choose to train as sprinter, nor can a male choose to 
bear a child. 13 But among the feasible paths, one may choose any of them. 

From a therapeutic point of view, according to orthodox empirical psycho
analysis, once in analysis, always in analysis, so that, from a psychodynamic 
perspective, any analysis is interminable. Sooner or later, meeting at regular ses
sions ends and gives way to a style of self-reflection that haunts the analysand for 
the rest of her life. By contrast, the end of Sartrean existential psychoanalysis has 
been reached when the analysand has tracked down and apprehended the event 
that set her on the course she is following, which (to use a grammatical metaphor) 
may be thought of as her life as lived in the middle voice ("am being"), albeit 
understood in terms of the future perfect tense ("will have done"). 

Two considerations of interest follow from the aims of existential analysis. 

1. 	 I cannot escape the fact that I never am anything. To frame the asseltion in 
the language of developmental psychology, identity is a myth. The much 
vaunted inner sense of being more or less the same person over time is 
a fiction. For example, since I always "am being," I will never attain the 
sense of ego identity that is said to be the goal of adolescence. 14 Instead, 
in quest of being (what I project for myself), I am forever about becoming 
who I am. M/non-statu$ as a being-for-itself may be unsettling, but it is 
the privilege afid·burden of embodying freedom . 
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The tightrope tension of living my life in the middle voice also deprives 
me of the certainties that apply to a being with a fixed nature (for ex
ample, my cat), so that, in the absence of "having" any such nature, the 
construction of unambiguous rules or principles to guide or adjudicate the 
conflicts that arise in my life will be a futile endeavor. My status also ex
empts me from being predictable, which is one of empirical psychology 's 
coveted goals. IS At best, I may be kept on a more or less even keel by a 
morality of ambiguity, such as the one proposed by Simone de Beauvoir 
around the time Sartre developed his phenomenological ontology ofhuman 
reality. 16 

Like time, I seem to flow on, and to observe what I would like to 
think I finally have become is impossible, since that could take place only 
when I am no longer in a position to see or know anything at all , that is, 
after my death. It is true that I will then be firmly in the summarizing gaze 
of others, now chiefly mourners (or those relieved by my passing), but, as 
Sartre has made clear, that has always been the case. 

If I attempt to fix my present for an examination of the stretch from a 
given starting point to the present moment, I find that the present moment 
has alJeady passed. This may trouble me (and it should, according to 
Sartre) , but it need not bring me to a psychoanalyst's office. That happens 
when I am at sea about where I am heading, which is based on the fact 
that I have lost sight of my fundamental project. 

2. 	 A second issue that existential psychoanalysis raises is related to the first 
and takes the form of a question I may ask myself. Although, Sartre does 
not discuss the question, it has fascinated me since first encountering 
his work and, I think, a few words of discussion of the question may 
shed some light on his existential psychoanalysis. Moreover, it bears on 
my later discussion of Sartre's understanding of Heidegger's notion of 
Existenz. 

Assume that I have studied piano for many years. I began, when I 
was a boy, 8-years-old. I took a half-hour lesson every Saturday morning 
for ten years, then continued to practice technique and learned the piano 
repertoire on my own. I have spent an hour or so at the piano nearly every 
day since my first lesson. Now, more than 40 years have passed, and I 
am sitting at a computer keyboard writing an essay on Sartre's existential 
psychoanalysis. The question arises: Am I pianist? Strictly speaking, I am 
not. Perhaps , I will take a break in an hour or so and, providing it is not 
too late in the day (so as not to bother the neighbors!) , I will open The 
Well-Tempered Clavier of Bach and play the C major prelude of Book One. 
As I play, I am a pianist, but only then. And while playing, am I writer? 
Clearly, I am not. The impossibility of being anything at all suggested by 
the first issue is in this way complicated by a further ambiguity. It refers 
'to a different ontological issue from the one that concerns Sartre, but it is 
of interest, I think, for the practice of Sartrean existential psychoanalysis. 
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To address the second issue from the perspective of the first, I might say 
that, because I never am anything, I could never have become a pianist. I have 
been asking a meaningless question. Thus, to say that I am a piarust, albeit only 
while playing the instrument, would be unacceptable to Sartre, since to be defined 
as anything at all is a betrayal of one's freedom. However, the question bears on 
the meaning of my Existenz , Heidegger's term for the way of life an individual is 
enacting at any given moment-political Existenz (as I protest government policy), 
philosophical Existenz (as I think about Sartre's ontology),artistic Existzenz (as 
I play the piano). 

HEIDEGGER'S INFLUENCE ON SARTRE'S 

EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 


From early on in his career, Sartre's relation to Heidegger's thought was just as im
portant as his intellectual affair with psychoanalysis.17 The story ofSartre 's reading 
of Heidegger includes the attribution to Heidegger of the title existentialist, which, 
of course, Heidegger denied. The text that reflects his disavowal is his "Letter on 
'Humanism' ," which was written in response to a letter, dated November 11, 1946, 
from a young French philosopher, Jean Beaufret. 18 As we will see, given its title 
and by Heidegger's own acknowledgment in the text, the "Letter" was written with 
Sartre's lecture "L'Existentialisme est un Hu'manisme" very much in mind. 

I begin with Same's lecture. He gave the talk at a meeting of the Club Main
tenant, at Centraux Hall in Paris.19 It is "a defense of existentialism" (EH, p. 23) 
against its opponents, in particular French Communists and Catholics. Existential
ism, he writes, is "a doctrine ... which affirms that every truth and every action im
ply both an environment and a human subjectivity" (EH, p. 24). He notes that "there 
are two kinds of existentialists: ... the Cluistians [Jaspers and Marcel] ... [and] the 
existential atheists, amongst whom we must place Heidegger as well as the French 
existentialists and myself" (EN, p. 26). Referring to Heidegger's characteriza
tion of man as "the human reality" (presumably translating Heidegger's terminus 
lee/mints Dasein), Sartre formulates the defining belief said to be shared by all 
existentialists; namely, that "existence comes before essence," which he qualifies 
with the explanatory gloss, "or, if you will, we must begin from the subjective" 
(EH, p. 26). Then comes the frequently quoted passage: 

... man first of all exists, encounters himself, surges up in the world-and defines 
himself aftef\\Iards. If man as the existentialist sees him is not definable, it is because 
to begin with he is nothing. He will not be anything until later, and then he will be 
what he makes of himself. Thus, there is no human nature, because there is no God 
to have a conception of it. Man simply is... . Man is nothing else but that which he 
makes of himself (EH, p. 28). 

The human reality is that we are poised in the present, but future-bound rather than 
determined by the pas"i. Leaving us bereft of any appeal to excuses generated in 
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consequence of what has happened to us or what we have done in the past, "the 
first effect of existentialism is that it puts every man in possession of himself as 
he is, and places the entire responsibility for his existence squarely upon his own 
shoulders" (EH, p. 29), and not, for example, on those of his parents (as Freud's 
empirical psychoanalytic theory claims) or on the effects of the environment (as 
the behaviorists would have it). 

The ethical dimension or "deeper meaning" of existentialism is immediately 
evident in Sartre 's subsequent observation that "in choosing for himself he chooses 
for all men" (EH, p. 29) what it means to be human. The meaning of what it is 
to be human is being invented by each of us every time we make a choice. Using 
the image of a sculptor, Sartre writes: "In fashioning myself, I fashion man" (EH, 
p. 30). Likening the human being to a painter: "[I)n life, a man ... draws his own 
portrait and there is nothing but that portrait" (EH, p. 42). 

The value-saturated state of human reality is the source of our feelings of 
"anguish, abandonment and despair" (EH, p. 30).20 As such a state of affairs, 
human reality "is freedom" (EH, p. 34), and as we know from the ontological 
grounding of Sartre's existential psychoanalysis, freedom is not merely one of our 
characteristics, but our defining status. As radical freedom, "[w]e are left alone, 
without excuse." Thus, "from the moment that he is thrown into the world [a man] 
is responsible for everything he does" (EH, p. 34). His responsibility is not merely 
personal, but implicates everyone else (strangers as much as those who know what 
we do), and we are in the disquieting position of being without any certitudes 
on which to base our judgments. Sartre concludes that the "despair" of being an 
existentialist lies in the fact that "I remain in the realm of possibilities" (EH, p. 39), 
not of determinate actualities, let alone certainties.21 

Sartre cautions that these givens of La conditionlwmaine should not suggest 
an attitude of passivity or "quietism." Quite to the contrary: "The doctrine I am 
presenting before you," he says, "is precisely the opposite of this, since it declares 
that there is no reality except in actions" (EH, p. 41). We are, in practice and 
effect, nothing but a series of "purposes" (EH, p. 41) or "undertakings" (EH, 
p. 42). As such, existentialism must be construed as a philosophy of radical and 
uncompromising optimism. 

Sartre sums up the philosophical rationale of existentialism in three propo
sitions: (1) " ... we [existentialists] seek to base our teaching upon the truth, and 
not upon a collection of fine theories"; (2) "this theory [sic!) alone is compatible 
with the dignity of man, it is the only one which does not make man into an ob
ject"; and (3) "although, it is impossible to find in each and every man a uruversal 
essence that can be called human nature, there is nevertheless a human universality 
of condition" (EH, pp. 44-46)-la condition humaine. 22 

Moving on in the lecture to the question whether existentialism is a form 
of humanism, Sartre distinguishes between two senses of the term "humanism," 
which may denote (1) "a theory which upholds man as the end-in-itself and as 
the supreme value" (EH, p. 54).23 However, (2) its "fundamental meaning," says 
Sartre, "is this: Man is all the time outside of himself: it is in projecting and losing 
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himself beyond himself that he makes man to exist" (EH, p. 55) . Understood in 
this sense, hUmanism, like existentialism, is a doctrine of transcendence. 

Human reality is ever "self-surpassing, and can grasp objects only in relation 
to his self-surpassing" (EH, p. 55). Existential humanism can therefore claim that 
subjectivity (understood in the sense of "man who is not shut up in himself but for
ever present in a human universe" [EH, p. 55]) and transcendence (self-surpassing) 
are the same. Finally, as we recall, existentialism, in particular as applied in ex
istential psychoanalysis, begins with subjectivity. So does humanism, as Sartre 
understands it, and, in this sense, the two positions may be construed as equivalent. 

The references to Heidegger in Sartre's lecture are obvious, though unac
knowledged for the most part, and Heidegger is mentioned by name only once, 
as an example (with Sartre) of an atheistic existentialist. The impOitant question 
now before us is whether Sartre's Heidegger reflects what Heidegger says, to say 
nothing of what he thought. 24 

Those who heard or read Sartre 's words concluded that he and Heidegger were 
of one mind . Heidegger soon corrected Sartre's misunderstanding of his thought 
in his "Brief tiber den 'Humanismus'" (Heidegger, 1976, pp . 313-364).25 Sartre 
is mentioned by name several times in the text; for example, where Heidegger 
explains that 

Sartre articulates the fundamental statement of existentialism in this way: life [Exis
tenz] precedes what is by nature [Essenz]. In doing so, he takes (the terms) exislenlia 
and esselJ/ia in the sense they have for metaphysics, which since Plato has said 
that essenlia [as possibility] precedes exislenlia [as actuality] . Sartre reverses thi s 
proposition (HB, 328).26 

Explicitly disassociating himself from Sarrre, Heidegger continues: 

Sartre's main point about the priority of exislel1l;a over essent;a justifies the word 
'existen tialism ' as a suitable name for this philosophy. But the main point of "Exis
tentialism" has not the least bit in common with tile sentence from Being and Time 
(cited earlier: "The 'essence' of exis tence [Dasein) lies in its way of life [ExisleI1Z)" 
and used by Sartre to characterize Existentialism). To say nothing of the fact that, in 
Being and Time, no statement about the relationship between esselllia and exislenlia 
can even be expressed in any way, since there it is a question of getting ready for 
something that is a forerunner (of things to come) (HB, p. 329). 

Heidegger's critique of Sartre's reading of Being and Time is that Sartre saw it 
as a work of metaphysics, which Being and Time, in fact, attempted to unsettle, 
deconstruct and "destroy.,,27 What Sartre purports to find in Heidegger on "the 
relationships between essentia and existentia" does not have a place in Heidegger 's 
fundamental ontology, which is all about searching for the ground of metaphysics 
in the ontology of existence [Da-sein]. 

A few pages later in the "Letter," where he refers to Sartre's lecture, Heidegger 
questions whether his way of thinldng can be construed as a kind of humanism , 
which, by associating :Heidegger with existentialism, Sartre has intimated. His 
reply is unambiguous: 't 
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Surely not , insofar as humanism thinks metaphysically. Surely not, if it is existential
ism and it is represented in tile way Sartre articulates it in trus sentence: precisement 
nous sommes sur un plan au it ya seulmelll des hommes (L' Exislentiaiisme eSI un Hu
mallisme, p. 36). As thought about in Being and Time, trus would read: precisement 
nous sommes sur un plan au il y a principalement l'tlre. But where does le plan [the 
plane) come from , and what is le plan? L'Elre et le plan are the S3flle thing [dasselbe). 
In Being and Time (GA 2, p. 28 I) , it is said, intentionally and cautiously: il y a l 'EIre: 
"there is res gibl)" be[-ing) [Sein) . But "it y a" inaccurately translates "es gibl [there 
is)." For the " it," wruch in trus case "gives," is be[-ing] itself. The (word) "gives," 
however, names the essence [Wesen] ofbe[-ing) (as) giving [gebendeJ, (i.e., ) granting 
[gewahrendeJ, its truth. Giving itself [das Sichgeben] in (the sphere) of what is open 
[das Offene) (along) with the latter itself is that very same be[-ing) (HB, p. 334)28 

For Heidegger, human reality takes place on a "plane" dominated by be[-ing], not 
human beings. The difficulty, as Heidegger sees it, lies in understanding the way 
beE-ing] "is" not. Transposing this idea to human beings, Sartre has said that human 
beings precisely are not. But that is not what concerns Heidegger in B eing and 

Time, or anywhere else in his writings. The passage from Sartre 's lecture discussed 
by Heidegger points to where an error in Sartre 's reading of Being and Time has 
occurred that led to a misunderstanding of Heidegger's thought. 

Later, Heidegger also cites Sartre "(so far)" (and Husserl) for failing to "rec
ognize the essentiality of what is historical about beE-ing]," which is one reason, 
Heidegger claims, why existentialism cannot "enter into that very dimension within 
which a productive discussion with Marxi sm would for the first time be possible" 
(HB, p. 340). This is a separate issue, of course, but Sartre may have taken Heideg
ger's words to heart when he abandoned the early aristocratic solipsism of Being 

and Nothingness , where any choice is possible, and later, as a student of Marx, em
braced the importunity of social problems on the range of one's possible choices, 
recognized the impact of one's early environment on the scope of his possibilities, 
and, periodically leaving aside his meditations on literature, became a political 
activist29 

The substance of Heidegger's disavowal of existentialism is that it is an in
carnation of metaphysical thinking in which human beings are the focal point of 
reference. By contrast, Heidegger's interest is be[ing].3o Although , Sartre freely 
adopts some of the terminology of Being and Time in Being and Nothingness, we 
must conclude that Sartre's Heidegger is not one Heidegger himself would recog
nize. References to "being-in-the-world" and "human reality" [Dasein] notwith
standing, the upshot of Heidegger's thought is lost on Sartre, who sees Heidegger 
as continuing the tradition of Husser!, a philosopher who figures even more promi
nently in Being and Nothingness than Heidegger. 

In my opinion, much of Sartre 's confusion lay with his mi sunderstanding 
of Heidegger's concept of Existenz in Being and Time. Although Existenz is a 
fundamental notion in the early Heidegger, to which Sartre appeals, Sartre under
stands Existenz existentially and metaphysically, not ontologically, as Heidegger 
does ] l In addition, like so many others, Sartre read B eing and Time as an essay 
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on philosophical anthropology, and understood dread [Angst] and care [Sorge], for 
example, as emotional dispositions rather than as ontological structures. 

Perhaps more than anything else, however, Heidegger's seriousness attracted 
Sartre, who was being held as a prisoner of war, not sitting at a Left Bank caf6, when 
he immersed himself in Heidegger's magnum opus. The stupidities of World War II 
very likely attracted Sartre to Heidegger's discussion of the no-thing [NichIS] in his 
inaugural address, from 1929, "What Is Metaphysics? ," although his circumstances 
and mood precluded Sartre from seeing that Heidegger's analysis of das Nidus 
in that text was about the co-valence of be[-ing] [Sein] and no-thing [Nichts], and 
not a meditation on post-Nietzschean nihilism. 32 In the end, we must never forget 
that the existential psychoanalysis of Being and Nothingness was conceived in the 
glare of a political prisoners camp 's searchlight, which revealed the absurdities of 
war and death, as much as in light of Sartre's insights into the lack or absence at 
the heart of human reality.33 

HEIDEGGER AND SARTRE'S EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 

It remains for me to review whether and to what extent Heidegger's thought influ
enced Sartre's existential psychoanalysis. Heidegger influenced psychoanalysis, 
but not the Sartrean version. The path of his influence ran, not through France, but 
through Switzerland, first via Ludwig Binswanger's Daseinsanalyse [existential 
analysis], which Heidegger rejected, and then via the Daseinsanalylik [analytique 
ofexistence] ofMedard Boss, with whom Heidegger collaborated for many years.34 

Nor did Heidegger's ontology have an impact on Sartre, since Sartre failed to un
derstand Heidegger's fundamental ontology in Being and Time. Whereas be[-ing) 
(in relation to temporality) is the central question of Heidegger's fundamental 
ontology, the human being is at the heart of Sartre's phenomenological ontology. 
Sartre's misinterpretation ofBeing and Time, which is in the immediate background 
of his existential psychoanalysis, may be traced to his misunderstanding of what 
Heidegger means by Existenz. I conclude with a few comments about this concept. 

In his "Letter on 'Humanism'," Heidegger quotes the well-known sentence 
from Being and Time on which Sartre ran afoul: "Das 'Wesen' des Daseins liegt in 
seiner Existenz." He is quite clear that "the main point of 'Existentialism' has not 
the least bit in common with the sentence." What does the sentence mean? "The 
'essence' of existence is in its way of life."35 The word Wesen is given in scare 
quotes, indicating that Heidegger is not using the word in its standard acceptation, 
which refers to a thing's nature, essentia or Essenz, which Sartre confounds with 
the thing's coming to pass [Wesen) or, as Heidegger will say, the remaining or 
lingering of the thing, in this case existence [Dasein) . 

To understand what Heidegger means by the Wesen of something, we must 
look at the meaning of the verb wesen, of which Wesen is the substantive form . 
In the lecture course Was heij3l"Denken? [What Calls for Thinking? or Whal Is 
Thinking?], Heidegger'lsfirst course after having been permitted to return to teach 
after a politically imposed exile, he explains (Heidegger, 1954, p. 143): 
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Used verbally, the word wesen is (found in) the old German word wesan. It is 
the same word as wiihren [to hold OUI or endure] and means to remain [bleibenJ. 
Wesan stems from the Sanskrit [allindisch] (word) vasali , which means he lives (at) 
[wohnl] . he stays (at) [weill]. What is inhabited [das Bewohnt] is called the household 
[Hauswesen]. The verb wesan speaks of [besagt] (an) enduring staying on [bleiben

des Weilen]. 

As Heidegger makes abundantly clear in the "Letter," what he had in mind, in 
1927, in the sentence that helped launch French existentialism was not a distinction 
between man's essence or nature and his existence. Heidegger explains that when 
Sartre says the fundamental belief of existentialism is that "a way of life [Existenz] 
precedes what is by nature [Essenz]," he "takes (the terms) existentia and essentia 
[correlatively, in French, existence and essence) in the sense they have for meta
physics, which since Plato has said that essentia [as possibility) precedes existentia 
[as actuality].,,36 Whether it is also the case that "Sartre reverses this proposition" 
remains to be decided, but whether or not Sartre upends Platonic metaphysics, the 
undertaking and its result are still metaphysics. Sartre failed to understand Heideg
ger's sentence, which says that the coming to pass [Wesen) of existence [Dasein] is 
its way of life [Existenz) at any given moment. For that reason, he sees Heidegger 
as an existentialist, rather than someone whose sole interest lay in elucidating the 
be[-ing) of human reality, not an individual's way of living his life, which was a 
central concern of many Occupation-traumatized French intellectuals of Sartre's 
generation. 

We recall that the Club Maintenant, to whose members and guests Sartre gave 
his lecture on whether existentialism is a humanism, was comprised of a group 
of intellectuals whose manifesto was saturated with "{'importance exceptionelle 
d 'aujourdui," with the extraordinary relevance of the now, of what is going on 
"today"-in that instance, in fact, on Monday, October 28, 1945.37 It was a group 
"attenlijs a 'maintenant' ," engaged, caught up in "the moment." The study of 
history could wait.38 Perhaps this prompted Heidegger's comment in the "Letter," 
cited earlier (Heidegger, 1967, p. 340), on the "historicity" of at-homeness, that is, 
of be[-ing). To repeat, Heidegger was concerned about the bel -ing) of any way of 
life, not about a particular way of life, whether existential or parochial, sacred or 
profane, philosophical or materialistic. For Sartre, of course, the primary goal of 
existential psychoanalysis is to reveal the project that sets in motion and sustains 
a given way of life. 

Sartre's haunting question remains: Am I ever? It is a question of enduring 
interest to existential psychoanalysis, whether of Sartrean or Heideggerian inspi
ration. In keeping with one of the purposes of this chapter, in closing I will try to 
respond to the question as I think a Sartrean existential psychoanalyst might. The 
response will take the form of a brief case study. 

A playwright who is "stuck" and unable to write visits an empirical psycho
analyst. For such an analyst, the analysand has writer's block. The writer who 
cannot' write is inhibited. Her inhibition is explained by recovering memories of 
early childhood events that produced a conflict which has now returned in the form 
of the symptom "writer's block." The symptom is understood to be symbolic of a 
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once actual, now long-forgotten conflict.39 In other words, current stressors have 
revived a Latent conflict, which has broken through the barrier of repression and 
now dominates the consciousness of the patient.4o Treatment consists of interpret
ing the recollected memories and related contemporary events, such as dreams and 
mistakes (parapraxes), and reconstructing the patient's past. Only knowledge of 
the patient's distant past provides the analyst and analysand with what they need 
to know, in order to overcome the analysand's inhibition. 

A Sartrean existential psychoanalyst takes an entirely different perspective on 
the "complaint.'>41 He sees the not-writing as embodying the analysand's existence 
at that moment in her life. She is understood as her inability to write. She is this 
incapacity. She does not have something ("writer's block") ; nor is she missing 
something (writing ability). For Sartre, existence itself is a lack, the nothingness 
out of which human being-for-itself fashions a life, without ever completing the 
job, of course, and without the human being ever becoming something fixed , once 
and for all. The symptom is a manifestation of something present, the individual's 
fundamental project, which must be revealed and understood. In this case, the 
project of being-a-writer must be articulated as it came to life for the analysand. 

The analysand talks about her life. As might be expected, much of the dis
cussion focuses on writing, playwrights, plays and criticism, but the moment of 
therapeutic consequence occurs when the analysand revisits her decision to be a 
writer. She might say, for example: "By writing I was existing. I was escaping 
from the grown-upS.',42 Her current not-writihg is a mode of being a writer and 
must be understood as such. 

Where does the therapist go from here? The results of treatment by empirical 
psychoanalysis are reported to be less than impressive. For Freud, psychoanalysis 
was successful when the analysand was again able to work and to love; for Jung, 
analysis energized the on-going process of individuation. But what is the thera
peutic benefit of Sartrean existential psychoanalysis, if its goal is to articulate the 
analysand's primordial project? 

To have revisited one's project is to have made contact with the wellspring 
of one's freedom, and that in itself is therapeutic, in the original sense of thera
peutics as attending to what is most essential. Existential psychoanalysis has no 
interest in adjusting or altering bellavior. It shares with empirical psychoanalysis 
an appreciation for insight, not for purposes of self-transformation, however, but 
as the way in to the wellspring of one's freedom and the responsibility for one's 
life that is part of our being freedom. 

EPILOGUE: CHANGE 

A few comments about change in the context of Sartrean psychoanalysis may be 
in order. They arise from considering an element of the Heideggerian perspec
tive on clinical practice: that eluded Sartre and, as such, may shed a bit of light 
on what the intellectual"'encounter between the two philosophers might have led 
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to, if Sartre had understood Heidegger's thought as he developed his existential 
psychoanalysis. 

When the individual mentioned above was no longer writing, we would say 
she had Changed. For Sartre, however, change is not possible, since each of us 
is working out the same unifying project embarked on at that critical moment 
of fundamental decision. We are an uncompleted project-the same project. We 
do not change, because our project remains the same. On the other hand, for 
Heidegger, change is possible-thanks to bel -ing], of course, and not to the will or 
actions of the human being in question. Is a rapprochement between Heideggerian 
and Sartrean insights possible on the matter of change? Yes, and I think it might 
be approached in the following, preliminary way. 

We are always changing and therefore never are what we are (as Sartre would 
say, but from a different perspective and for different reasons), yet all change is 
caught up in the structure of existence [Da-sein], which is that site where be[-ing) 
comes about (as Heidegger would say).43 It happens, however, that we notice 
and pay attention only to dramatic changes in the course of everyday life.44 One 
who has thought of herself only as a writer is noticeably changed when she can 
no longer write. My point is that Sartrean analysis seems to be concerned with 
such dramatic changes, while also claiming that such change cannot occur. The 
contradiction disappears , however, if we admit that change continually occurs, not 
in existence, however, but in bel -ing). Heidegger 's fundamental ontology allows 
for this, although Sartre's phenomenological ontology does not.45 

Our not-writing individual seems to confirm my observation, that one is any
thing in particular only when she is actually engaged in or practising what the 
designation indicates we should expect to see her doing. Is this merely a tTivial 
observation? I think it is not only not trivial, but fundamental to what distinguishes 
existential psychoanalysis from empirical psychoanalysis, in that it points to what 
Heidegger considered to be the essential feature of existence [Da-sein); namely, 
that it is always a way of Living one's life [Existenz). As I read the famous sentence: 
"The coming to pass of existence lies in its way of life." In practice, then, exis
tential psychoanalysis is not as far from Heideggerian Daseinsanalytik as it might 
appear to be at first blush. The difference between the two forms of analysis is 
found in Sartre 's emphasis on choice (which Heidegger claims is never ours), while 
Heidegger attributes all change to a dispensation of the fundamental at-homeness 
or bel -ing) of existence. 

NOTES 

I. "Existential PSYChoanalysis," which is the first section of Chapter 2 ("Doing and Having") of Part 
3 ("Being-for-Others") of Being and Nothingness (the other two sections are "The Meaning of 'to 

Make' and 'to Have ' : Possession" and "Quality as a Revelation of Being"), was published, in 1953, 
as the first half of a book entitled Existential Psychoanalysis along with another section of Being 
and Nothingness, "Bad Faith," which is Chapter Two of Part One ("The Problem of Notltingness") 
of the work. That same year, the rest of the translation of L'Etre elle Neant was publi shed, but 
without these sections, in a " special abridged edition." In tl,e edition of Existential Psychoanalysis 
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published by Philosophical Library, there is an introduction by the translator, Hazel Barnes. Henry 
Regnery also published an edition of Existential Analysis in 1953. Beginni ng in 1962, it contained 
an introduction by Rollo May, quite to the surprise of the translator, whose introduction was 
omitted. Hazel E. Barnes (personal communi cation , March 18,2(02). A complete text of Being 
alUi Nothingness first appeared only in 1956. A psychoanalyst and one of Same 's keenest critics, 
Fran«ois Lapointe (Lapointe, 1971, p. 17) notes that "the fourth and final part of Being and 
Nothingness [of which "Existential Psychoanalysis" is the core] may be seen as one long dialogue 
with Freud" or what Same will call "empirical psychoanalysis." For the saga of the tnanslation 
and publication of Being and Nothingness, see Barnes (1997, pp. 153-155). Existentialism and 
Humanism (Sartre, 1947) was an English translation of Same's 1945 lecrure "L'Existen tialisme 
est un Humanisme." 

2. 	While Erikson's psychosocial approach is empirical, he stresses existential turning points in a li fe 
history more than many traditional psychoanalytic writers. In his existential psychoanalysis of his 
contemporary, Jean Genet (Sartre, 1963a, 1963b, 1963c ), Sartre treats his subject as an historical 
figure, as he does himself in hi s se lf-analysis (Sartre, 1964). As reported by Clement (1990, p. 
57), Same once hinted that he had spent a few sessions "on the couch" with a psychoanalyst, 
presumably of the traditional vari ety. On Sam e's self-analysis, see Fell's (1968) essay "Sartre's 
Words: An Existential Self-Analysis." This article prompted a response by the psychiatrist Keen 
(1971 ), who argues for a "rapprochement" between Freudian psychoanalysis and Same's ex isten
tial psychoanalysis, 

3. 	The infiuence ofHeidegger is already evident in The Emotions and The Psychology ofImagination , 
both of which were publi shed just at the time of Same's immersion in 1939-1940 in Heidegger's 
Sein uruJ Zeit. 

4. On Same's critique of Freud, see the excellent anicle by Phillips (1986). 
5. See, for example, Critique ofDialectical Reason (Same, 1976, pp. 17-18). 
6. 	One commeruator, Schri ft (1987), sees continuity 1>etween Sartre 's early (phenomenologica l 

ontological ) and later (dialectical) versions of existential psychoanalysis, arguing that the onto
logical approach to the individual , the for-itself, project, facticity and lack in the early Sartre 
of Being and Nothingness finds parallel and equivalent expression in the structural approach to 

the social in terms of totaUsation, scarcity, praxis and need Same worked out the Critique de la 
Raision Dialectique. Sartre confirms Schrift's observation in a note to that work (Sam e, 1960, pp. 
285- 286). 

7. Cannon (1999, p. 25) goes so far as to declare that "the screenplay may now be judged to contain 
some of Sartre 's finest wri tings." 

8. 	Quotations are from the 1956 edition of Being and Nothingness (8/>{). The translator notes that 
the sections published in Existential Psychoanalysis were revised for the first complete edition of 
Being alld Nothingness. 

9. BN, p. 598. 

10. 	It is noteworthy that, for some SChizophrenics, human beings lose their human qualities, in part or 
as a whole. and are experienced as non-human things. 

II. The reversal in order of presentation of th e two sections in Existential Psychoanalysis may have 
complicated the early reader's encounter with Sartre 's existential psychoanalysis, since what he 
recommends in the section by that narne presumes an understanding of what we learn in the section 
on "Bad Faith ." The translator/editor, Hazel Bames,justified the arrangement by arguing that ''' Bad 
Faith' in actuality contains criticism and in a sense the specific application of ideas more full y 
developed in the other essay" ("Translator 'S Preface," p. 7). 

12. Yalom (1980, p. 222) ni cely summarizes Same's own project and what might be called Same's 
therapeutic stance: "Same considered it his project to liberate individuals from bad faith and to 
help them assume responsibility." 

13. 	The rad ical freedom Same has in mind has been criticized as naive and disingenuous. Same 
himself modified the absoluteness ofthi s freedom later in his li fe, when he admitted that early 
social cond itioning affec~ t~e range of possibilities from which one makes his choices. 
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14. Two authoritative sources of this view are Erikson's ( 1994) Identify, Youth and Crisis and Bios 's 
(1985) On Adolescence. Among other issues, the question of change looms large in a critique of 
developmental ism in psychology that any serious discussion of the view would en!.1i!. See my 
comments on change in Sanrean and Heideggerian analYSis in the concluding sections of this 
chapter. 

15. For empirical psychologists, the sh.ibboleths of real science are quantifiability, measurability and 
predictability. 


l6 . de Beauvoir (1948), Pour ulle Morale de l 'Ambiguite. 

17. 	The first part of Light's (1987, pp. 3-39) little volume Shuzo Kuki aruJ l ean-Paul Sartre. Influence 

al1d Coulller-lnfluence in the Early History of Existen!ial Phel1omenology conta ins most of the 
relevant references to Sartre 's encounter with Heidegger's thought. Evidently, the two philosophers 
met in person only once, on December 23, 1952, fo r about an hour and a half in Freiburg, where 
Heidegger lived. For details, see Con tat and Rybalka (l974, p. 18) and Petzet (1993, p. 8 1). 
Ott (1993, p. 329) reports that a meeting between Heidegger and Sartre had been scheduled for 
sometime in late 1945, but did not material.ize. On December 10, 1940, while a prisoner of war, 
Same (Same, 1992, p. 30 I ) wrote to his "Beaver," Simone de Beauvoir: "Je lit Heidegger et je ne 
me sui s jamais senti aussi libre (l am readin g Heidegger and I have never felt so free)." According 
to Sartre 's bibliographers (Contat & Rybalko , 1974, pp. 10-11), he gave a course on Heidegger 
to a group of priests wh.ile he was a prisoner of war. Sartre's first sustained reading of Being and 
Time had begun in 1939, although he had tried to read Heidegger's book as early as 1933 (Light, 
1987, p. 24 and pp. 6 and 78). Sein und Zeit was not published in French until 1964 in a translation 
by Rudolf Boelun and Alphonse de Waelhens. On Heidegger's initial response to Same's reading 
of his works, see Safranski (1998, p. 321), where a letter from Heidegger to Sartre, dated October 
28, 1945, is qUOted: "Here for the first time I encountered an independent thinker who, from the 
foundation up, has experienced the area out of which I think. Your work shows such an immediate 
comprehension of my plti losophy as I have never before encountered." 

18. Heidegger's correspondence with Beaufret had begun at least a year earlier with a letter dated 
November 23, 1945. There Heidegger refers to two articles on existentialism by Beaufret in 
issues 2 and 5 of the journal Confluences (March and June/Jul y 1945). In fact, Beaufret ( 1945a, 
1945b, 1945c, 1945d, 1945e, 19451) pUblished in the journal a series of six anicles "A Propos de 
l'Existentialismse." The fifth articl e announced at its conclusion that the series would end with the 
next installment (Beaufret, 1945e), yet the title of the sixth anicle (Beaufret, 19451) suggests that 
the reader could expect a second pan on "Existentialism and Marxism," which evidently never 
appeared in the journal. Lapointe (1 981, p. 316) confirms this in his entry on the series of articles 
by Beaufrer. I give these details, in order to raise the question of how much of what Heidegger 
learned about French existentialism was acquired by reading Beaufret's articles--{)n Kierkegaard 's 
influence on the movement (Beau fret, 1945a), and especially the first part o f Beaufret 's discussion 
ofSartre (Beaufret, 1945d)-and how much through direct contact with Sartre 's works. Of course, 
Heidegger knew Sartre's lecture, which was given on October 25, 1945, but published only in 
February 1946, since he quotes it in his "Lener on 'Humanism'," but it is less clear how much 
Heidegger knew of, for example, L 'Etre etle Nean!, wh.ich was wrinen in the early 1940s and 
published in 1943 (Con tat & Rybalko, 1974, pp. 82- 84). In the first of the articles that Heidegger 
had read when he wrote to Beaufret in late 1945, Beaufret cites Sein und Zeit as the source 
of "une analytique de la cond ition humaine." Referring to Heidegger with great admiration, he 
writes: "Imaginons un Aristote qui, par la force de la logique qu-il s' impose dans ses recherches, 
en viendrait a ne trai ter que les problemes pathetiquement debatrus par Pascal et K.ierkegaard" 
(Beaufret, March 1945a, p. 197): "Imagine an Aristotle with the power of logic at hi s disposal 
that he applied to hi s areas of study, who has set out to deal with the extremely moving mallerS 
discussed by Pascal and Kierkegaard." The remaining pages of Beaufret (1945a) are chiefi y about 
Heidegger, who may not have seen the works (Beau fret, 1945b, 1945c), that are entirely devoted 
to his thought. Beaufret (1945d, p. 532) points out Sam e's debt to Heidegger, who is mentioned 
by name only once more in the article (p. 534). This lillie-known series of articles by Beaufret 
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may play an important part in the story of how Heidegger came to know about Same's work. More 
important for the present discus.,ion, Beaufret points out Sartre's misinterpretation of Heidegger's 
notion of ExisTenz and his misreading of the sense of Heidegger's statement that the "essence of 
human reality lies in its existence," wh.ich Sartre tTansforms into the observation that in human 
beings. "essence precedes existence." Beaufret also stresses Heidegger's emphasis on the future, 
wh.ich contrasts with Sartre's "ex istenti alis t" emphasis On the present moment (Beau fret. 1945a. 
p. 416). In a stunning twist, Beaufret concl udes with the remarkable observation that Heidegger's 
ph ilosophy is "Ie platoni sme de notre temps" (Beaufret, 1945c. p. 422}--"the Platonism of our 
time." It is important to recall that the correspondence is taking place at the beginning of Heidegger's 
post-war ex ile from teach.ing (1945-195 1). Safranski (1998, pp. 348-350) recount s some of the 
circumstances of the period. 

19. A slightly reworked version of the lecrure was published as L'ExisTentialisme est utI Humanisme 

(Same, 1947) . The foll owing year it was translated into German (no translator named) with the titl e 
/ST de ,. ExisTeniaslismus ein Humanismus? and into English . with a title that does not hint at Sartre 's 
question about the rel ation between existentialism and humanism: ExiSTenTialism and Humanism. 

In fact, in the lecture, Sam e asks whether existentialism is a humanism. He does not make the 
assertion. As h.is bibliographers point out (Con tat & Rybalko 1974. p. 133). in the text itself, Sartre 
himself refers to the lecture as "L'Existentialisme est-i l un Humanisme?," "[a] lIhough the lectu re 
was announced in the papers as 'Existentialism Is a Humanism' ." A second English translation, 
by Philip Mairet (to which I will refer: EN), was published in 1948. The lecture is complemented 
by a protocol of discussions with "opponents of his teaching" (prefatory "Note"), most notably 
the Marxist. Pierre Naville (EH. pp. 57-70). Sartre 's bibliographers (Contat & Rybalko. 1974 . 
p. 13) aptly nOte: " Tt is worth recall ing, however, that the work constitutes a rather poor introduction 
to Same's philosophy, above all for readers who have not been forewarned. Focused pri mari ly on 
ethical questions, it popularizes the outstanding claims of existentialism at the price of making a 
son ofmoraJ istic travesty out of them . This is. moreovh.the only work Sart re has largely rejected." 
Was Heidegger "forewarned" or is he respondi ng primarily to the Same of L'ETre et Ie Nealll? 
Contat and Rybalko (p. 132) add: "This lecture marks an unforgettable day in the anecdotal history 
of existenti alism: so many people came that women fainted and the lecturer could scarcely make 
himsel f understood." 

20. 	Tn connection with our "aband onment." Sartre refers to Heidegger. for whom, he says, this is "a 
favorite word" (EH, p. 32). Here Same is probably translating Heidegger's Geworfenheit as used 
in Sein und Zeit. The reference to Heidegger at this point may suggest to the reader that Heidegger 
is an ethic is t, which a close reading of h.is writings does not confirm. This has not prevented some 
scholars from claiming to have found the basis for an eth.ics in Heidegger's thought. See, for 
example. Hatab (2000). 

21. We should not forget that what, for Sartre, seem [0 be affective reactions (anguish, abandonment. 
and despair) are. for Heidegger. ontolog ical features of human be-ing [Da-sein]. The influence of 
Heidegger's Sein und Zeit is unmistakable in th.is section of the lecture. One thinks of the passage 
in Being and Time (1996, p. 34), "Higher than actuality stands poss ibility." 

22. There are some difficulties with these principles, but a critique of (I) existentialism and truth, 
(2) the status of existentiali sm as a theory or an ideology, and (3) how 10 cond ition humaine differs 
from human nature would require another series of studies. 

23. At this point. Same disassociates himself from classical humanism and allies existentialism with 
the "fundamental" mean ing of humani sm. which he gives in the next few sentences of the lecture. 
One SOurce of Same's affinity for Heidegger may be traced to the ir shared distrust of value-based 
philosophy. As we will see later on , however, Heidegger may not have fully appreciated Sartre's 
distinction at this point in the lecture. 

24. By hi s own admission . Same's reading of Heidegger had been an ard uous ordeal. Even German
speakin g readers had complai ned of the difficulty understanding Heidegger's thought as expressed 
in Sein und Zeit. 

lNFLUENCE OF HEIDEGG ER ON SARTRE'S EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 

25. As we have seen, the "Brief tiber den 'Humanisrnus'" was Heidegger's re~ ponse to a lener from 
Jean Beaufret. It was first published in 1947 along with Heidegger's 1940 lecture "Platons Lehre 
von der Wahrhe it" as a separate booklet, wh.ich has been reprinted many times. A French translation 
by Roger Munier was published in two installments in the periodical Cahiers du Sud 40 (pp. 3 19
320) only in 1953. In April 1949, the British periodical World Review (#2, New Series, pp. 29-33) 
publi shed an anonymous translation of a few excerpts of the text. Thi s was apparently the first 
Heidegger publ ished in English anywhere. In 1962, a full English translation , by Frank Lohner, 
appeared and has been reprinted in several volumes since then. Two other Engli sh translations have 
been published . I refer to Volume 9. Wegmarken, of the Gesamrausgabe edi tion. Klostennann , 
Frankfurt [HB) of He idegger's writings. AlI!ranslations are my own. 

26. 	The equation of essentia with possibility and existenTia with actu ality had been made by Heidegger 
earl ier in the tex t. In fact. however, Same has not done what Heidegger claims he has. Sartre says we 
"remain in the realm of possibil ities." wh.ich has priority over actua lity. He understands actuality as 
being. My rendering of ExisteTlz with "life" or, bener, "a way of life" is the result of a long struggle 
with Heidegger's thought and Being and Time's language, which Heidegger himself eventually 
dismissed as inadequate to hi s way of thinking. For a full treatment of what is at stake here, see 
my Translating Heidegger (Groth , 2004). Briefly, tile problematic is as follows. For Heidegger, 
the outstanding featu re of existence [Da-sein] (the human way of be-ing [Seiende)), is ExisrellZ. a 
distinctive way of living one's life [Lebell]. The emphasis on our always existing as a particular 
way of life is the "existential" element of Heidegger 's thought that attracted (among other French 
intellecruals) Sartre. but which, I will argue. Same did not full y grasp. His misunderstanding of 
Heidegger's thought depended on Ius misreading of Heidegger's usage of ExisrellZ in Sein und Zeit 

and other early texts. 
27. Heidegger's term Deslruklion is perhaps better rendered with de-structuring or disassembling. 
28. 	Same's words in the passage quoted may be likened to the English ex pression " plane of existence." 

However, the French word plan also corresponds to He idegger's term Enrwurf(project). Earlier on 
in the lecture. Sartre had said: "Man is at the start a plan which is aware of itself ... ; noth.i ng exists 
prior to this plan; there is nothing in heaven; man wi ll be what he will have pl anned to be. Not 
what he will want to be." Oue English translation confuses the two sense of the French word plan. 

29. Sartre (I 974b. pp. 199-223) includes the author 's late views on psychoanalysis. 
30. 	It is interesti ng to note that many existentialists underwent major transformations of their Existenz, 

while Heidegger remained absorbed by one question throughou t hi s life-the question about 
the meaning of Sein. Among the Christian existentialists. Karl Jaspers is, by turns. psychiatri st 
and philosopher. Gabriel Marcel is. by turns, playwright, theologian and philosopher. The major 
atheisti c existentialist. Sartre h.imself. is variously a novelist, playwright, philosopher. existential 
psychoanalyst, and political activist. By contrast. the inveterate interrogatOr of the SeinsJrage 
[question about be[-ingJ] . Heidegger is nothing at all . Eventually even disowning the designation 
philosopher, he admits only to thinking [Denken], which is not to be confused with cognitive 
activi ty but is construed as a form of thanking [Danken]. See Heidegger (1968, p. 138), which he 
is sa id to have referred to as his "favorite book" among those he published. 

31. T will return to this issue at the conclusion of the chapter. 
32. Heidegger ( 1976, pp. 	103-122). After 1943, the tex t was published with an important "Postscript" 

(1976, pp. 303-3 12) and, in ed itions from 1949 on. the lecture was preceded by an equally 
important " Introduction" (1976, pp. 365-384). Heidegger 's lecture was first published in 1929, 
with a French translation by Henri Corbin and others avai lable only in 1938. 

33. Once again , we should 	not forget that, at the beginning of the Second World War, for many 
French existentiali sts, including Sartre. Heidegger's philosophy was tainted by his involvement 
with National Sociali sm in 1933 and for many years fo llowing. 

34. Several of Binswanger's essays were published (Binswanger, 1963) under the obviously Heideg 
geri an title Being-in-the- World. The book contains essays from 1930 on. Heidegger's influence 
on Boss is evident beginning with his Psychoanalysis and Daseinsanalysis (Boss, 1963) and 
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concluding with Ihe posthumously published Zollikoll Seminars (Heidegger, 2001), which con
tains Heidegger's critique of Bins wanger's Daseillsallalyse. The book is a collection ofprotocols of 
seminars Heidegger held for residems in psychiatry being supervised by Boss. The seminars were 
held al Boss's home in the Zollikon district of Zurich. Zollikon Seminars also includes correspon
dence and accounts of conversations between Boss and Heidegger from the years 1947 to 1972. In 
the course of the seminars, Heidegger also dismissed Ihe work of Erwin Siraus, Wolfgang Blanken
burg and Jacques Lacan, whom he diagnosed as perhaps being in need of a psychiatrisl himself. See 
my review (Groth, 2002, pp. 164-166) of Zollikoll Seminars. Unlike Sartre's existential psycho
analysis, Boss's Daseinsallalytik was not caught up in Ihe metaphysical Weltanschauung innerited 
from the post-Socratic Greek philosophers. We know that Heidegger rejected Freud's psychoanal
ysis and, like Sarrre, saw il as a form of empiricism. In an interview with the author, in June, 1976, 
Boss recounted observing Ihal, after having read a few of Freud's leXIS, Heidegger asserted that he 
could not accept Freud's approach. On Heidegger's opinion of Freud, see Groth (1976, p. 69, no. I). 

35. 	In the standard translation by John Macquanie and Edward Robinson (Heidegger, 1962, p. 67), 
(he sentence runs: "The 'essence' of Dasein lies in its existence." Joan Stambaugh's (Heidegger, 
1996, p. 39) rendering is more in the spirit of Heidegger's thought: ''The 'essence' of the being 
lies in its to be." 

36. Heidegger had established these equivalences--esselltia/possibility, existenria/acruality-in Ihe 
preced ing pages of the "Letter." 

37. The preceding and following quotalions are from the "Avant-propos" to Wahl 's (1947, pp. 7-9) 
Petite Histoire de "L'Existentialisme," which never made il into the English translation, A Shon 
History ofExistentialism (Wahl , 1949). The preface is signed, collectively, "C.M." The translation 
also omits Wahl's remarkable reflections on "Kafka and Kierkegaard," which conclude (he French 
edition. Wahl's little volume was published by Ihe same house as Existentialism and Humanism. 
On her experiences with the publisher, see Hazel Barnes' memoir (1997, pp. 149-150, 153, \59). 

38. On Ihal very day, as it happens, Heidegger had written'a letter to Sartre touting his "comprehension 
of my philosophy as [ have neVer before encountered." The letter was uncovered by Fn!Mric 
de Towamicki and published for the first time in the early 1990s. See Safranski (1998, pp. 349 
and 448, no. 27) for details and a reference (p. 350) to a document in which Heidegger credits 
Sarrre's understanding of Sein und Zeit as decisive for Heidegger's later reception among French 
inlellectuals. Safran ski notes that around the same lime the Club Maintenanl was meeting to 
listen to Sartre's lecrure on existentialism and humanism. Heidegger was in his Alpine lodge. 
near Todnauberg in the Black Forest of southwest Germany, considering whether 10 write a 
philosophical analysis of skiing and pondering the denazification proceedings he was facing. 

39. Repression 	 indicates that the individual has forgonen uncomprehended or emotionally 
overwhelming even IS but has also forgotten Ihal something once known has been forgonen. 

40. The old conflict may be compared to a microorganism that has lain inactive since il manifested 
as a disease (chicken pox). Under the influence of stressors that weaken repression (Ihe immune 
system). the organism revives in a somewhat allered form as the current symptom (shingles) . 

41. The best sources 	of information about Sartrean clinical practice are by Cannon (1991, 1999). 
An earlier version of Cannon (1999) was given at the Wagner College Conference on Existential 
Psychotherapy, which was held on May I, 1999, hosted by the aUlhor. 

42. The quotation is, of course, from Sartre's own Words. 
43. Heidegger's verb here is west , the third-person singular of wesen. See the passage from Was heijJt 

Denken?, cited above, As it happens, Ihe passage was omined from the English translation. 
44. Something similar can be said about moods. Each of uS is always in a mood, bUI we are usually 

not aware of the mood unless il is especially strong or is markedly different from the mood we 
were in that preceded it. 

45. When Sartre says that we never are what we are and, at the same time, always are what we are 
not, Heidegger agrees but takes us a step further ontologically, by suggesting that we have nothing 
to do with such change. This is not a,son of crypto-determinism or fatalism. Heidegger simply 
wants to say that change igof be[-ing) not by existence. 

INFLUENCE OF HEIDEGGER ON SARTRE'S EXISTENTIAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 
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